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If you’re reading this guide, chances are, you suspect (or are downright certain) that your 

team has a communication problem. Whether you’re leading a team of marketers, sales reps, 

or executives, the problems usually look the same.

Grab a pen and check off anything that feels true about you and your team:

My team isn’t on the same page and we don’t collaborate well

Everything we create (marketing material or sales decks, for example) seems muddy

My team lacks any kind of unified language to talk about what we do

Our projects take forever to produce, and there’s a ton of back and forth and starting over 

We’ve had mergers, acquisitions, and employee turnover and our team hasn’t 
really gelled as a result

My gut (and my reporting) says that all that confusion is costing us

Did you check off at least one of those? If so, there’s good news and bad news.
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The bad news is that if even one of those statements is true, your business is losing a significant 

amount of money. And it’ll drain you and your team, too.

The good news? This resource is going to help you stop the confusion that’s at the root of your 

team’s issues  — and is almost certainly costing you sales as well.

Truth is ever to be 
found in simplicity, 
and not in the 
multiplicity and 
confusion of things.
Isaac Newton
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At StoryBrand, we help business leaders like you beat the confusion that’s holding back your 

team and costing you sales. How? By showing you how to clarify your message so your business 

can grow.

We’ve helped over 4,000 businesses do it — from multi-million dollar corporations like Pantene 

and Chick-fil-A, to local pet stores and real estate agents. Every single one of them started by 

writing a one-liner. 

More on that soon, but for now, know this: with a one-liner, your team will finally have clear, 

unified language you can use every time you sit down to work on your marketing. 

And when your team is clear, your customers will be, too. They’ll understand exactly how your 

business will help them, and they’ll be far more engaged.

We’ll walk you through the process in this guide. 
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How to Use This Guide:

Print out the guide 

Get a five-dollar bill for Step 3. (Yes, really.) 

Set aside one hour of your own time today or tomorrow for Step 1.

Set a two-hour team meeting for Step 2 for some time this week.

Oh, and one more important thing.

 This is Kyle Willis.

He works here at StoryBrand, and he is a phone call 

away if you have questions about anything in this guide. 

To reach him, just call 

615-915-1541
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STEP 1

Assess Your Staff’s Current Thinking 
Are your employees on the same page?
Let’s begin by assessing your staff. How clear are they on your company’s mission? 

Here’s how to tell. 

• You’re going to approach at least five of your employees, one by one, and invite them to 

have a quick conversation with you. Tell them they’re not in trouble and this will just take a 

few minutes.

• Then ask them to tell you, in 30 seconds, what your company does.

• Set up your smartphone to record each response. When they’re done, just say, “Thanks!” 

and leave it at that. 

• After you’ve interviewed everyone, transcribe each response on the next page. Feel free to 

copy the next page if you’re interviewing more than 10 employees.
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1. Using voice 

memo feature on 

your smartphone, 

hit record

2. Ask employee: 

“In 30 seconds, 

tell me what [our 

company] does.” 

3. Say thanks and 

move on to the 

next person.

employee name

employee name

employee name

employee name

employee name
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Evaluating responses
All done? Now tack that page on the wall and study the responses. 

As you do, ask yourself these questions:

• Are the answers similar, or are they all over the map?

• Do your staffers answer quickly and with confidence, or do they hesitate and stumble?

• Do these answers line up with your vision, or are they wildly different?

If you’re like most businesses, you’ll have a wide variety of vague answers that don’t align with 

your own vision of the company.

What is this confusion costing you?
If you have this level of confusion among your employees, it’s no wonder that your marketing 

projects tend to come out muddy and ineffective. Your team is passing that confusion along to 

your customers every time they tweet, write emails, get on a sales call, or give a presentation.

And it’s not really the fault of your employees. They just need clear, unified language they can 

use to explain what you do in terms customers respond to.
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STEP 2

PROBLEM SOLUTION REWARD

Develop a One-Liner
Next, you and your team are going to develop a one-liner.

What is a one-liner, exactly? 

A one-liner is a magical sentence that gets people to buy your products. 

It’s not actually magic. It’s just age-old storytelling.

And like any good story, there is a clearly defined beginning, middle, and end. When you’re 

crafting yours, it helps to break it down into these three parts. Review the basics yourself, then set 

a meeting to lead your team through creating one for your company.

The three parts of a strong one-liner
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Part 1: The Problem
What’s the pain point you help your customer resolve? 

In this step, identify your customer and the major problem you help them eliminate. 

Where is life painful or uncomfortable? You can get specific, but keep it concise.

Here’s an example for a premade dinner delivery service so you can see how this might look:

 Parents are so busy in the evening that they don’t have time to make a healthy dinner. 

There’s the target customer, and there’s the pain. It’s clear, it’s relatable, and it’s specific.

A business like yours likely solves more than one problem. Start by looking for common 

themes. For example, we worked with a large industrial flavoring company with many product 

offerings, but ultimately, they make food taste good.  Or just pick the problem that your 

business focuses most on solving.

notes
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Part 2: The Solution
What’s your unique solution to that pain point?

In this step, show how you take that pain away. What’s your solution? The key here is to highlight 

how your solution is different than other stuff your customer may have tried before.

Back to our made-up meal delivery service:

 So we deliver pre-made wholesome frozen dinners at an affordable weekly price — not just a box of   

 ingredients with a recipe.

This service takes away the pain of scrambling to make dinner or ordering take-out instead. And 

it’s different from other meal-delivery services because the meals are already prepared. There’s no 

extra effort involved for our busy moms and dads.

Finding a simple way to express your solution isn’t easy. It will take several passes and lots of finesse. 

For example, there were a lot of ways Steve Jobs could have pitched the iPod. It’s a handheld music 

device that allows customers to listen to digital music anywhere via headphones. But he found a 

simple, clear way to say it: “It’s a thousand songs in your pocket.”

That kind of clarity and simplicity takes some effort, but you’ll get there.

notes
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Part 3: The Reward
How does your customer’s life look after their pain is resolved?

Finally, your one-liner needs to describe how someone’s life changes as a result. This is where you 

get to describe the transformation of what’s possible when that pain goes away.

So, one last time with our meal delivery service example:

 With dinner handled, parents can stop stressing in the evenings and enjoy time together.

There’s the transformation — because customers who say “yes” to this service aren’t really saying 

“yes” to dinner. They want that stress-free time around the table with people they love.

When you put it all together, you have a clear, easy way to describe exactly what the company 

does that sparks and keeps someone’s interest:

 Parents are so busy in the evening that they don’t have time to make a healthy dinner. So we deliver 

 pre-made, wholesome frozen dinners at an affordable weekly price — not just a box of ingredients with 

 a recipe. With dinner handled, parents can stop stressing in the evening and enjoy time together.

Why does this work? A one-liner is essentially a mini story. It’s a structure we inherently know 

and respond to because it’s the backbone of virtually every movie and book we’ve read: Someone 

has a problem. They met someone who helped them solve it. And once they did, they lived 

happily ever after.
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How to lead a successful one-liner session

The most important part of this guide is creating a one-liner with your team. It typically takes 

1-2 hours. Here are our tips for making this session a success.

1. Schedule a 1-2 hour meeting. Make sure your room has a whiteboard.

2. Invite your team. If your team is larger than 10 people, choose your leaders. (If you’re not 

sure who to invite, we can help you decide.)

3. Print and make copies of the worksheet on the next page, one for each attendee.

4. Show this video, Creating a One-Liner, from our CEO Donald Miller  

(StoryBrand.com/One-Liner)

5. Have snacks and coffee at the meeting. Everybody likes snacks.

6. Let the conversation unfold. Having a finished one-liner is powerful, but the dialogue 

you’ll have along the way matters a lot.
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Part 1:  The Problem
What’s the pain point we help our customers resolve?
In this step, identify your customer and the major problem you help them eliminate. Where is life 

painful or uncomfortable? Be clear, relatable, and specific.

Creating a One-Liner For Our Business
Our goal today is to create a one-liner for our business. A one-liner is a simple, clear sentence 

that helps us explain what we do in a way that customers will respond to. 

With this, we’ll have clear, unified language we can reference every time we create marketing, 

talk to prospects, and craft strategy.

Part 2:  The Solution
What’s our unique solution to that pain point?
In this step, show how you take that pain away. What’s your solution? The key here is to show how 

your solution is different than other stuff they’ve tried before.
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Why does this work? A one-liner is essentially a mini story. It’s a structure we inherently know and 

respond to because it’s the backbone of virtually every movie and book we’ve read: Someone has a 

problem. They met someone who helped them solve it. And once they did, they lived happily ever 

after.

Here is our final one-liner!

Part 3:  The Reward
How does our customer’s life look after their pain is resolved?
Finally, your one-liner needs to describe how someone’s life changes as a result. Describe the 

transformation of what’s possible when that pain goes away.
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STEP 3

Have Your Team Memorize It 
You’re almost done! 

Now that you and your team have worked so hard to find a clear, dialed-in one-liner, it’s time to 

make sure everybody knows it.

We all know the drill with exercises like this. We create them, and then they get tucked away in a 

drawer somewhere and forgotten.

But in order for your one-liner to work, everyone on your team has to know it by heart. It’s 

got to be a natural response. So next time they’re at a cocktail party or networking event and 

someone asks what they do, the one-liner is the answer they give automatically.

As your team’s leader, you’ve got to be the one who makes this happen. Put your one-liner on 

the wall. Add it to your email signature. And then, carry around a few $5 bills.

Yes, really. Walk around the office and ask people on your team to say the one-liner. If they can 

nail it, give them five bucks. Word will get around, and soon, everyone will know it by heart.
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What’s Next?

Once you and your team have a clear sense of the problem you solve and how your solution 

makes life better, you’ll communicate more clearly, both with each other and with your 

customers and prospects.

• You’ll collaborate more easily in meetings and over email

• You’ll all be using unified language when you discuss marketing

• By referencing the same problem, solution, and resolution, your marketing will be clear     

and effective

• You’ll work more quickly because you all understand the basic message you want to convey

• Your business will grow as that clarity comes through to prospects, who engage and       

become customers

But there’s more to clear, compelling messaging than just a one-liner. In fact, at StoryBrand, 

we teach an entire story-driven framework that helps businesses of all sizes eliminate confusion 

from their marketing so their businesses can grow.

We offer a limited number of Private Workshops to help larger businesses master this formula, 

clarify their message, and unify their team. 

S C H E D U L E  A  W O R K S H O P

StoryBrand.com/Private
Or call April Hawkins at 615-915-1541, Ext. 203.

https://storybrand.com/privateworkshops/

